Acute Care Overbed Tables

DUAL CUP HOLDERS
- Dual ergonomic handles
- Pneumatic lift mechanism provides height adjustment between 29.5” and 44.5”
- Available in both C and H style base design
- Opal powder coated base and column

SPLIT TOP: Upper 18” x 32” / Lower 17.5” x 26.5”
- Dual cup holders
- Dual ergonomic handles
- Pneumatic lift mechanism provides height adjustment between 29.5” and 44.5”
- Available in both C and H style base design
- Opal powder coated base and column

DURAPLEX - Top and Column
- Gas cylinder lift mechanism provides height adjustment between 27” and 42”
- Opal powder coated base and column
- Capable of handling 100 lbs. of evenly distributed weight
- 120ES Same table as shown without vanity

GAS CYLINDER LIFT
- Mechanism provides smooth, quiet and reliable movement
- Infinite height adjustment between 27” and 42” and can be adjusted upward without requiring the handle to be activated

SPLIT TOP: Upper 18” x 32” / Lower 17.5” x 26.5”
- Gas cylinder lift mechanism provides height adjustment between 27” and 42”
- Available in both C and H style base design
- Opal powder coated base and column
- Available in both C and H style base design

120G
- Heavy duty column in an opal powder coat
- Oversized 18” x 32” long high pressure laminate top
- Available in both C and H style base design
- 120G without vanity. 120GV with vanity.

120EV
- Column can be changed to mount on the right or left side
- Wide 28” opening allows easy access for most wheelchairs
- Capable of handling 100 lbs. of evenly distributed weight
- 120GS Same table as shown without vanity

120G
- Heavy duty column in an opal powder coat
- Oversized 18” x 32” long high pressure laminate top
- Available in both C and H style base design
- 120G without vanity. 120GV with vanity.

120ESV
- Column can be changed to mount on the right or left side
- Wide 28” opening allows easy access for most wheelchairs
- Capable of handling 100 lbs. of evenly distributed weight
- 120ES Same table as shown without vanity
Acute Care Overbed Tables

HEAVY DUTY

- Combines HEAVY DUTY, height adjustable chrome column with a slim and maneuverable H base, perfect hybrid between small and big overbed table
- The 15” x 30” top supports 100 lbs. of evenly distributed weight
- Spring assisted lift mechanism which locks into place in 1” increments between 29.5” and 44.5”
- 123A Same table as shown with vanity

ECONOMICAL BIG - Overbed table with 18” x 32” top

- Oversized 2” dual wheel casters
- Spring assisted height mechanism locks in place in 1” increments between 30” and 45”
- Available in C or H base
- Capable of handling 100 lbs. of evenly distributed weight
- 124V Same table as shown with vanity

BARIATRIC - designed to meet the needs of bariatric patients

- 18” x 40” OVERSIZED top reaches beyond the middle of the extra-wide bariatric beds
- Top is structurally reinforced with a tubular steel welded frame that extends virtually the entire length of table top
- Wider 35” cross member base for use with bariatric chairs
- Height adjustable from 30.5” to 45.5” and has a strong positive lock in one inch increments
- In locked position, table will support a static load of 500 lbs. easy access for most wheelchairs
- Opal powder coated base and column

DOUBLE MIRROR VANITY

- Two way design
- Overall size: 13”W x 15”L x 2⅛”D
- Dual Compartments: 5½”W x 1¼”L x 1¾”D
- Dual hinged acrylic mirror: 5⅛”W x 11½”L
- One piece vacuum formed construction, non breakable mirror

Pediatric Table Available for Models:

- 120ES
- 120E
- 120G
- 124